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You have dedicated yourself to using the power of business as a force for good. Innovations you bring to 
market together with business partners will change lives now and for generations to come. With passion 
and commitment, you’re building a vital ecosystem for sustainable growth, contribution and wellbeing.  
 
Where do you turn when trust with key people starts to erode?  When you feel like you’re walking on thin 
ice with key partners in your work? This happens even with the best team members and business partners. 
At your level, decisions you make and actions you take often come with a degree of conflict. When not 
handled properly, conflicts add up, take root and erode trust. Trust breakdowns bleed into all aspects of the 
business. It gets harder to keep yourself – and the people you count on – creative and effective.  
 
Powerful business partnerships and teams flourish in an atmosphere of trust. Leadership excellence hinges 
on the ability to handle conflict skillfully and build trust consistently. You gain leverage and respect when 
you can repair trust and directly improve your team’s performance. Are you having the conversations you 
need to sustain and restore trust? What energizes your resilience and capacity to collaborate at the quality 
and speed you need? What would extra time and energy to focus on positive results mean to you? 
 

Lead in Trust™ is designed to increase your 
capacity and confidence in building and restoring 
trust where it counts. Working through your own 
critical Trust Challenge and learning with others, 
you get to the heart of what needs your attention.  
• Value Trust – Get to the core of what builds or 

breaks trust and how trust matters as you lead.  
• Renew Trust – Clarify steps you need to take 

to restore trust and re-energize collaboration.  
• Lead in Trust – Free yourself to lead under 

pressure more effectively and with greater ease. 
 
 

Series Dates: March 1, 8, 15 - 2016 
For $1,497– leverage your power of trust 
EARLYBIRD SPECIALS -  thru February 7  
• 3 75-minute Group Coaching Calls  
• 3 60-minute Individual Coaching Sessions  
• 3 Instructional Videos  
• Personal Action Guide & Call Recordings  
BONUS:  
• Centered Presence Audio Program  
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION & TO ENROLL 
Visit www.LeadInTrust.com 

 

Lead in Trust™ is for leaders trusted for their 
knowledge or technical expertise who… 
• Need to get better results with people 
• Prefer to avoid or move beyond (bury) conflict  
• Know what to do but, on the frazzled edge, need 

to do it more skillfully and consistently  
• Feel trapped in the drama and want better 

choices for getting on with it 
• Aspire to “extraordinary” in a sustainable, 

energizing way. 
 
 
Beata Lewis, JD, MSC  
Beata has partnered for nearly 20 
years with leaders, knowledge 
professionals and business owners 
to cultivate presence-centered 
leadership, more sustainable and 
enlivening growth in business and  
intentional transformation. A Master Somatic Coach 
with experience as an attorney, mediator, and 
professor, Beata counsels clients to integrate 
intellectual acumen with greater emotional and body-
centered intelligence. Her clients learn to renew 
trust and bring out more of the best in themselves 
and others in complex, challenging situations.  


